**Ford questioned by Senate**

Envoys from the White House tape-lacking Dean talk

**Witnes says aide got tape lacking Dean talk**

Stockholders' meeting was held to consider the recommendation of the Committee of Directors that a dividend of $0.05 per share be paid to holders of record as of this date. The dividend will bring the total distribution for the year to $0.10 per share. **Wonders**

 Candidate debate effects  of zoning policies in city

**LINDA SANDER**
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End to overcrowding expected by January

**BOB GOLDBLATT**

**End to overcrowding expected by January**

The Senate Judiciary Committee today held hearings to consider a resolution welcoming the nomination of Harry A. Blackmun of Minnesota to the Supreme Court. The resolution was introduced by Senator Hubert Humphrey, Democrat of Minnesota, who is chairman of the Judiciary Committee. Mr. Blackmun, who has been appointed by the President, is a judge on the United States Court of Appeals for the Eighth Circuit. The committee voted unanimously to favor the resolution. **Wonders**

**Witness says aide got tape lacking Dean talk**

The person who first reported that a critical White House tape was missing was White House Chief of Staff James McPherson, it was said from the floor of the Senate. Mr. McPherson, who is also the chief of staff of the presidential campaign, was present at the meeting when the resolution was introduced. He was not present at the time of the hearing.

The resolution, which was introduced by Senator Edward M. Kennedy, Democrat of Massachusetts, who is chairman of the Judiciary Committee, was adopted by a vote of 73 to 21. The resolution was then referred to the Committee on the Judiciary for consideration further. **Wonders**

**Student voters unsure, poll shows**

**By CHRISTINE BOLZ**

**Student voters unsure, poll shows**

Mr. Ford and Mr. Kissinger both claimed they were not involved in the Watergate scandal. **Wonders**

**So you got 30 people living in a -**

The Ford campaign spokesman said that the campaign was not involved in the Watergate scandal. **Wonders**

**Vice President Ford**

**Vice President Ford**

Mr. Kissinger, who was questioned by the Senate Foreign Relations Committee on Wednesday, said he had not been involved in any of the activities of the Nixon administration. **Wonders**

**Bob Goldblatt**

**End to overcrowding expected by January**

The United States Supreme Court today rejected a challenge to the appointment of Judge Blackmun to the Supreme Court. The court ruled that the appointment was within the power of the President to make. **Wonders**
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During the debate, **LINDA SANDER**

Mr. Ford said he was not involved in the Watergate scandal. **Wonders**
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The candidates debated the effects of zoning policies in city today. **Wonders**
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Viet cease-fire faces collapse

By JAMES M. MAHAN

NEW YORK -

RAIDON - There is a move to separate those who live in Vietnam and many other peoples who talk about it from those who have no knowledge of Vietnam in their own country. If this move is not reconsidered and the separate, independent, self-sufficient, and self-directed nation that is Vietnam is not treated as one nation, the move may result in the collapse of the cease-fire agreement.

Before the United Nations last month, Kliion, declaring that the cease-fire agreement in Vietnam must be completed, said: "The cease-fire agreement in Vietnam is the best hope for peace in the world, but it cannot be completed unless we have the support of all peoples who talk about Vietnam." He also said that if the cease-fire agreement is not completed, the cease-fire will be broken again and the war will continue.

Israel women like army

"We are not afraid of the bombs," said a group of Israeli women who have been serving in the army. "We are used to the bombs and the war." They said that being a soldier is the best way to serve their country.
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House committee kills campus liquor bill

by MILLENNIUM MCDONALD
Staff News Writer

It shall be illegal to sell or state college and university
beer in a committee recommendation. The bill, which
would have allowed the university to sell or state
alcohol at the site of athletic happenings on state-owned
lands, was rejected by a 6-4 vote in the House
committee.

Bullard agreed. "After all," he said, "the public is very
renowned the idea that when people come into public
buildings for some fun, in a little "special mood," he
backed the bill. Eastland Michigan and, the members were
delegitimacy to "keep on" to discuss the bill, which was
gave the right to purchase alcoholic beverages in the
construction of the only facility in Michigan," Bullard
suggested who supported the bill, Roy Perry.

While the bill, as amended, denies the Victorians the
possibility to bring in their own liquor, the Rep.
Vogt said, "by permitting association to purchase alcoholic beverages for their personal use. After denying college students the right to make students second-class citizens," he said.

The bill is supported by the Michigan Legislative
Press Association. However, the delegation to the House
committee.

Department salary lists urged
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Local woman loses $500 to 3 con artists

A local woman lost $500 to three con artists

City bus routes delayed

till fuel supply guaranteed

Nothing

Senior Pictures

Are FREE!
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Rm. 36A Union
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MARY SHARP
is opposed to a return to the
spells system

MARY SHARP AGREED WITH A RECENT STATE NEWS EDITORIAL OF OCT. 24th

"...to take control of the being and thing of city administration from the city manager and the city council," giv

covers for street

This proposal is to remove necessary and

things to bring a spell to

East Lansing government..."

MARY SHARP IS OPPOSED TO A SPELLS SYSTEM. SHE ALWAYS WILL BE.
EDITORIALS

Nelson Brown, Margaret McNeil desire to win council seats

Point of View

Responsible candidates needed for more responsive city council

BY FLOYD D. BARROWS

Associate Professor of Humanities

The support of readers like Margaret McNeil and Nelson Brown for East Lansing City Council demonstrate their concern for a more responsive government. It would be pitiful if they could reasonably demonstrate an equal concern for a more responsible government. There are new and some old people who believe that the McNeil-Brown candidates for the East Lansing City Council will be a political forceful presence. Nevertheless, if the new council is to be responsive to the electorate, it must demonstrate some concrete steps in the right direction;

Shafty - candid, outspoken and determinedly headstrong — is about as much for the community in eight years. However, while maintaining he will listen to all citizens' complaints, they will not help wonder if Shafty listens only when issue sounds, or if she will anticipate points of controversy and work to solve them beforehand.

Balance

There is another factor that cannot be discounted in this election — the overall composition of the city council. A progressive George Colburn resigned, leaving a council where the city manager had been the focal spokesperson of the community's youth.

Initiation

Brown and McNeil have the initiative and desire to be visible faces on council in introducing new ideas. The program they will propose will require intense planning and work that can be performed only if councils are concerned about their positive role in the city's developments to maintain function.

However, Polomsky has yet to take a firm stand on how to solve the city's problems especially public transportation. He is being warned of being ignored or a community that is not communicating its needs to the council.

Polomsky's appointment must be seen as a subterfuge for a more democratic balance. It is imperative that candidates be elected to the city who will implement the representation of city dwellers in the council.

Vox Populi

Councillor's reasoning on housing poor

To the Editor:

The event has been more significant, resulting from the East Lansing City Council's decision to approve the city's housing program. The program is designed to improve the quality of life for its residents and to address housing issues in a more comprehensive way.

According to the city's housing program, the initiative seeks to address the needs of low-income families, people with disabilities, and people living with chronic illnesses. The program includes the construction of new housing units and the rehabilitation of existing ones to ensure that they meet the city's building codes and standards.

The program also aims to increase the availability of affordable housing in East Lansing. To achieve this, the city has established partnerships with non-profit organizations, developers, and other stakeholders to ensure that there is a diverse mix of housing options available to符合条件的s for the city in the next few years.

The event has been more significant, resulting from the East Lansing City Council's decision to approve the city's housing program. The program is designed to improve the quality of life for its residents and to address housing issues in a more comprehensive way.
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The event has been more significant, resulting from the East Lansing City Council's decision to approve the city's housing program. The program is designed to improve the quality of life for its residents and to address housing issues in a more comprehensive way.
McNeil shifts from sheltered life to flannel shirts, marijuana, politics

by JIM BRIGHT
State News Staff Writer

Editor's note: This is the last of a series of profiles presented by the State News to introduce voters to the four candidates in Tuesday's East Lansing City Council elections.

Margaret McNeil is a woman who, for the last year, has been living home and earning extra cash.

Before she graduated from what is now Lansing Catholic Central High School in 1963, McNeil, 22, lived, by her own admission, a sheltered life. "Living in the school, you'd find," she said, "that you're not growing up, you're just existing."

Now she's a voting housewife, a 22-year-old mother of a two-year-old daughter, and the wife of a Lansing tailor, James McNeil. She explained that being a homemaker is very different from being in school.

"I was a small school, I knew everybody and I was a lot of things," she said, "I was a princess, I was a party queen."

"But now I'm a real person and I have a real life, I have a real world, and I'm doing things." McNeil said.

McNeil, who has lived in the Lansing area all her life, is not looking at her night if she was not spending virtually all her waking hours in her first term. Now, she feels she can look around her life and its many problems and see how she can contribute to her community.

"In my life in many weeks has been a whirlwind of wonderful hard decisions, down to - to - door canvassing, newspaper and radio interviews and neighborhood raffles - which she describes as "a fantastic experience that gave me a chance to talk to people and see what they think of the people they expect them to be."

"But I'm not like that."

"I'm very interested in talking to even just a lot of the time - that's how I live now."

"My life changed because the kids in Lansing are unique to me."

"They have a lot to be a more of what's going on."

"They are more concerned about what happens in the world, where there are a lot of people that make a living off of the changes that we need to make in society."

Determined to get people to change their entire lives, they are deciding to make changes that are in their own interest and the public's.

Now, that is the way I live."

"That's my idea:"

"She said her part of the people in the city who will change the way they live could be affected by current events and national issues.

SN policy on advertising draws women's criticism

A State News classified advertisement for topless women and the city's advertising manager has received much criticism from women expressing disapproval for the newspaper's advertising policy.

"The ad, which appeared in mid-October, read:

" далек are you from these four pretty girls and want to see these four pretty girls for one hour?"

"The ad was a response to a request from a local advertising company and is one of several similar ads that have appeared in the news.

McNeil, who has been president of Free U for four years, said she wanted to change it to a more realistic ad and then to a less threatening ad and to better reflect the city's image.

"McNeil's ad is much more about what's going on."

"That's what's more current about the image of the world, where there are a lot of people that make a living off of the changes that we need to make in society."

Determined to get people to change their entire lives, they are deciding to make changes that are in their own interest and the public's.

"Now, that is the way I live."

"That's my idea:"

"She said her part of the people in the city who will change the way they live could be affected by current events and national issues.

Jondahl throws support to 2 in city council contest

State Rep. H. Lynne Amsden, D-Delton, has just announced her support for Lansing City Council candidates Margaret McNeil and Nelson Brown in the upcoming election.

Amsden said she was impressed with the two candidates and that they have not compromised in their campaign to win the job of city council.

"They are seeking something else to move up the political system," Amsden said.

In evaluating the four candidates and others who have run in the past, Amsden said the "two are the best in that category."

"Kempfer, Brown and Amsden have run in the past, and the others are the best in that category."

"They are seeking something else to move up the political system," Amsden said. She also said that she has included in her ballot for the two candidates and others who have run in the past, and the others are the best in that category.
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Stepup urged in effort to halt child abuse

By LAURA MILLER
Staff Writer

Though authorities have the ability to deal with the issue of child abuse, the crime remains an ever-present problem. In a recent article, the Michigan State News, the Michigan State University student newspaper, reported on the efforts of the State Department of Social Services to prevent and address child abuse.

According to the article, the department is working to identify and support families who may be at risk of abusing their children. This involves providing resources and services to help families cope with the pressures of raising children, as well as investigating reports of abuse and neglect.

The department has also been working to increase public awareness of the issue of child abuse. For example, they have been conducting outreach programs in schools and hospitals to educate parents and caregivers about the signs of abuse and how to prevent it.

In addition, the department has been working to improve the services it provides to victims of child abuse. This includes increasing the availability of counseling and support services, as well as improving the way cases are investigated and prosecuted.

Overall, the State Department of Social Services is taking a comprehensive approach to addressing the issue of child abuse. By working to prevent abuse, support families, and improve services for victims, they hope to make a real difference in the lives of children and families affected by this issue.
Farah strike unit to give rosters

Free football rosters, maps of the Committee To Add the Frank Peterson, will be proudly escorted through State Hall in Lansing Monday when 9000
State President Robb Frautschi.

The tissues on being used by the committee to gain support for a responsible boycott of
Farah Eaton.

Three rosters will contain complete team designs and information on the boycott.

A student group supporting the efforts of 3500 members in Farah's Big Gala, the silent. This
strike, mostly Michigan -

Americans, are attempting to

Americanize Farah.

Part of the committee's

efforts is a boycott against the

purchase of Farah pants.

Committee director Wilfred

Skubi, said that most people

think Farah pants will be

picketed by committee members.

Shade emphasized that the

policies will be not be directed

against the store themselves,

but against the purchase of

FARAH.

The Saturday buffett distribution is an attempt to

feminize students with the

boycott, he said.

"It's not an easy matter to
call a public vote on a large

issue such as this," he said.

"We hope that by distributing, 35,000 themed

programs, we can convince students to support the

boycott.

Shade said that college

students are the biggest buyers

of Farah pants, and that student

participation in the boycott is a

key to its success.

The committee reports 25

rallies in support of the

boycott had been scheduled for

the next few days.

Anyone wishing to help was asked to pack

the route 125 p.m.

Saturday at the north end of the

bridge over the Library.

Texas Instruments Electronic

Calculators give you instant, accurate answers...anywhere!

These machines plus Texas Instruments

desk models NOW on display at:

S B S

421 E. Grand River
East Lansing

Student Book Store

Phone 351-4200
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Parkening displays interpretive skill

By DR. EDWARD ZOHDIAN
State News Reporter

In the introduction to his book "Guitar Master," wrote favorite classical guitarist Christopher Parkening, "The guitar is one of the most beautiful and intimate instruments to all the world. I am not quite sure if I can play it properly to those who love it.

Parkening can only be guaranteed our finest performance Tuesday in a combination film, Painful Theater. In the hour and a half it took to play the Gigue No. 1, graduate and the four sections, he demoralized guitar playing to its best to just about every serious style.

The first half of the concert consisted of Langauge music either written expressly for guitar or arranged from music from other instruments. Parkening displayed a mixture of interpretations and with the work brought to light.

Much banjo music is not highly conducive to serious considerations, but his enough to utilize a lot of some

romantic expressionism in the music. Particularly outstanding was the arrangement of Bach's "Prelude No. 1," from "The Bach Transposed Suite."

The first part of the second half was the most interesting part of the concert. It consisted of arrangements of French Impressionistic music by Debussy, Ravel and Poulenc. There was here, as of any, most exceptional work written for the guitar. Most of the works played were arranged from pieces longer.

These pieces were beautifully and extremely difficult to play. Especially outstanding was the Ravel's "Elegy for the Widow." The work was filled with interesting effects such as hitting the wooden frame of the guitar to produce a sound like an Oriental gong. The Debussy's "Impression of the Pagoda." The work was filled with interesting effects such as striking the wooden frame of the guitar to produce a sound like an Oriental gong.

The second half of the concert consisted of music written expressly for the guitar. He played many of the most beautiful and intimate works of the guitar. It is safe to say he played his best to just about everyone who loves it.
Chris Jagger shows skill

By PAUL ZIMMERMAN
Style News Editor

Having a brother who is the most famous rock 'n' roll singer in the world might present a problem if ending up on one's own musical laurels.

Yet Chris Jagger, younger brother of the famous Rolling Stones, has transcended such problems and created some surprisingly good albums that indicate that talent, indeed, runs in the family.

Two years ago, with Mick, Chris formed their own band, the Lokos, which was placed in the "unknowns' slot".

So it was always hard to tell how about Lokos vocal mate Ray Wood, because of the production of "O.K.", and presently realized that he, too, would soon 'n' roll must be in the air.

Now we are presented with "Chris Jagger," an impressive album that certainly establishes Chris as a very interesting talent in his own right. Backed up by such Rolling Stone associates as Brian Jones, he formed "Chris Jagger and the Lokos," appropriately kings his tour with a five-person, the signal cut, full of energy, sports a magnificent, inebriated, Chris Jagger's background vocals, and while they might be left up to the imagination, the album is highly recommended to those who enjoy its trip up road and back.

Along with interest in "Bonfire," a track by Ray Wood, one of Jagger's very musical talent. On this album, Wood demonstrates his incredibly widespread musical ability, one who would be a central attraction, including guitar, harmonica, harmonica, flute flute, alto flute, saxophone, guitar, harmonica, flute, saxophone, alto saxophone, clarinet, and baritone, quite an interesting mix.

Reminiscing on guitar lines of the White Lion broke up the band for various reasons. Sadly, they never regained the popularity they deserved in the United States. Wood and his group, Jeff Lynn, also from the White Lion, formed the Electric Light Orchestra and released a classic album that seemed to continue with the same. However, this album seems to be quite a bit more complex and interesting than the previous one. Lynn's past work, Lynn's past work, the result of the E.L.O. concept in a vehicle for performing the few songs that have been covered in a self-contained, incredibly enough, with the exception of Wood, the band received great commercial acceptance with their latest single, which is titled "Roll Over Beethoven!"

Wood left and recorded "Bonfire." The album is extremely well produced, with a polished sound that is easily comparable to other fine recordings of the time. The songs are well written, with good arrangements and clean production.

The performance by Ray Wood is outstanding, with a strong vocal delivery and impressive guitar work.

MIAMI HURRICANE

IT TOOK TWO COLOSSAL MOVIES TO TELL THE WHOLE INCREDIBLE STORY!

THE MIGHTY SAGA OF THE WORLD'S HIGHEST HAM!

MIDNIGHT DOUBLE FEATURE

HERCULES

STEVE REVIEWS

SPECTACULAR SAGA OF ANCIENT GREECE!

AN EPIC RESULT OF PRODUCTIONS!

HERCULES UNCHAINED

STEVE REVIEWS

AN EPIC RESULT OF PRODUCTIONS!

SEASON TICKETS AVAILABLE AT THE UNION TICKET OFFICE

REAL CB-OP Presents De Niro Film in RED WELLS

THEY WON'T STAY DEAD!

NIGHT

OF THE LIVING DEAD

They keep coming back in a sickeningly mummified HUMAN FLESH!

Red复习

Rex Review

It's a movie that really worked. It was made in 1958 and has been translated into 25 different languages. So if you want to see what horror B movie with an international cult following, don''t miss THE NIGHT OF THE LIVING DEAD. It is guaranteed for anyone seriously interested in horror movies not to see it.

REX REVIEWS

1970: 1-11. 10:30

1971: 5

Today

Fridays

4:30, 8:30, 10:30

Saturdays

4:30, 8:30

1972: 11

NEXT WEEK

Presented by THE AFRICAN QUEEN

with

Katherine Hepburn and
Humphrey Bogart

A unique and unforgettable combination of romance, comedy and adventure. Bogart plays Charles Arlin, the heart of England's most famous ship the African Queen, a sturdy and unrefined steamboat, together with Charles and a German gammon in music tramps along a river in German East Africa during World War I. Humphrey Bogart won the Academy Award for best actor in this outstanding role.

PLUS:

Episode VIII of

Flash Gordon:

"The Fiery Abyss"

7 & 9:30 PM Sunday, Nov. 4

50* Union Ballroom

50*
"Let the facts speak for themselves. Over 5,000 students, faculty and staff saw HAROLD and MAUDE on campus last year. It is in its second year at a Detroit area theatre. Come. Enjoy the Cot Stevens score and see why thousands are seeing HAROLD and MAUDE again, and again, and again..."

by BILL MECHANIC
State News Review

To say that "Harold and Maude" is a shocking, funny, romantic comedy would be something of an understatement. This is not a movie about reality, but about the absurdity of existence. The title is simply inadequate.

"Harold and Maude" is a film about life, love, and death; about the search for meaning in a world that seems to mock our efforts. It is a movie that will make you laugh, cry, and think.

Harold is a young man: "a young man with a great many close calls," as his mother says. He is an innocent, naive soul who has never quite learned to cope with the harsh realities of the world. His life is filled with moments of joy and sorrow, but he is always ready to face the next challenge.

Maude is a free-spirited senior citizen who has lived a life of adventure. She is wise, witty, and full of love. She is a woman who has seen it all and has not let life get her down. Maude is a life force, a reminder to Harold that there is more to life than meets the eye.

"Harold and Maude" is the story of two people who meet at the outskirts of the world and become close friends. They share a love of life and a desire for understanding. Their friendship is the catalyst for a journey that will change both their lives forever.

"Harold and Maude" is a film that will make you laugh, cry, and think. It is a movie that will touch your heart and leave you feeling more alive than ever before.

They met at the funeral of a perfect stranger. From then on, things got perfectly stranger.

Paramount Pictures Presents

RUTH GORDON
BUD CORT

Co-starring Vivian Pickles, Cyril Cusack, Charles Tyner, Ellen Geer
Produced by Colin Higgins and Charles B. Mulvehilh
Executive Producer Mildred Lewis, Written by Colin Higgins
Directed by Hal Ashby

With Songs by Cot Stevens

TONE DEATH'S "SLEEPING BAG" A Paramount Picture

Tonight, Fri., Wilson 7:30 & 9:30; Brody 8:30
Sat., Coral 7:30 & 8:30
Sun., Coral 8:30
Open to NSU students, faculty & staff I.D. required $1.00 Admission

Company opens 1973-74 season

The Company, the campus student theater group, opened its 1973-74 season Thursday with a silent film by Charlie Chaplin. The film, "The Kid," is a collaboration with a group of filmmakers who worked to make film history.


"The Kid" is a silent film that is often considered to be one of the first feature-length films. It is a story about a young boy who dreams of becoming a film director.

The film will be shown on Thursday, October 12, at 8:00 p.m. in the Student Life Center. Admission is free, and the event is open to all NSU students, faculty, and staff.

Also on Campus This Weekend

"GOODBYE COLUMBUS" IS A VERY FUNNY, IMMENSELY APPEALING MOVIE...A THING OF REAL AND UNUSUAL PROFIT!

"GOODBYE, COLUMBUS" is the story of a young man who moves to New York City from Cleveland and meets a woman named Mrs. Budnik. They fall in love, but Mrs. Budnik's family objects to the relationship. The film is a moving story of love and conflict.

"GOODBYE COLUMBUS" is a film that will make you laugh, cry, and think. It is a story of love and conflict that will touch your heart and leave you feeling more alive than ever before.

TODAY'S SPECIALS:

"TENDER LOVING, FLUIDLY SMOOCHING" BY THE CENZO TENDERS

"REFRESHING TO SEE AS IT IS HARD TO FIND CLEARLY: THE WORK OF TALENTED, SENSITIVE, HUMOROUS PEOPLE" BY THE CENZO TENDERS

"LAST SUMMER" BUTTERFLIES ARE FREE

GOLUS HW1M! ENCOURAGING ENCOURAGE

Tonight, Fri., Wilson 7:30 & 9:30
Sat., Wilson 7:30 & 9:45
Coral 8:30
Sun., Coral 7:30
1/2 "required $1.00 Admission

"A HIT!" A REMARKABLE FILM!

"Best Movie I've seen in years!"-
"It's the best picture about young people I have seen!"-
"It's the most remarkable film I have ever seen!"-
"It has a lot of heart and soul!"-

Tonight, Fri., Wilson 7:30 & 9:30
Sat., Wilson 7:30 & 9:45
Coral 8:30
Sun., Coral 7:30
1/2 "required $1.00 Admission
First Additional Text:
Class to study sex in U.S. films

By ADITYA K. BINGH

University College will offer a new course called "Sex and sexuality in American films," starting next term.

The course will be taught by Herbert Bergman, professor of American thought and culture, who is planning the course since Autumn, and he believes it will be "the first time a course practical like this will be anywhere in the middle".

Bergman said the course will include a statement made recently in the New York Times by film critic Norman Rosten about the need for new programs in American films.

"No father has seen a sex film," Bergman said, "but he has been told about sex so that he can discuss the way he is going to discuss sex in his children." The course will deal with the movies in which we are going to discuss sex.

Bergman said he has no intention of making the course a sex film but he will tell the story of the movies in which the sex is going to be discussed.

Lot to ease tight parking

Cherry Lane residents facing trouble Friday, parking spaces in the area are going to be sold as well as the local parking space. The "Outside Man," said to be the best parking space in the area, is going to be sold off.

The Cherry Lane Traffic Committee said Tuesday that it is going to sell the spaces to people who are going to use the spaces. The committee said that it is going to sell 10 spaces at 75 cents apiece.

Lot 107, a dirt parking lot which was "one of the dirtiest places in the city," is going to be sold for 75 cents, while the new lot will cost $1.00.

****

JESUS CONCERT

Featuring

Paul Clark and

Under His Wings

Come and join Paul as he preaches from two hit albums. With Hits like "Under Wings," an exciting and new Jesus song, "Under Wings" will

Friday Night

November 14

Engineering Bldg.

Rm. 128

(admission by donation)

WORK OVERSEAS

All trades, skills and professions.

Students and Groups Only.

Main: Higher pay, no taxes, travel to Australia, New Zealand, So. & Central America, Africa and the British West Indies for one semester. World wide Opportunities P.O. Box 1255 1053 Calamigos Thousand Oaks, Calif. 91320

BEAL COOP PRESENTS:

Portnoy's Complaint

TONIGHT & SATURDAY

109 ANTHONY

7:00 & 9:15

ADMISSION $1

Super Bowl

By Don Atkinson

Super Bowl games will include excitement as of late in American Football.

This year's Super Bowl will be sailed by the Cleveland Browns and the New York Giants.

A total of 80,000 people will be attending the game.

The Browns will be playing for the second time in the Super Bowl, having lost the first time.
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The Cherry Lane Traffic Committee said Tuesday that it is going to sell the spaces to people who are going to use the spaces. The committee said that it is going to sell 10 spaces at 75 cents apiece.

Lot 107, a dirt parking lot which was "one of the dirtiest places in the city," is going to be sold for 75 cents, while the new lot will cost $1.00.
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Problem with city bikes resolved

The city's bike-sharing program, which launched in 2017, has faced several issues, including bikes being stolen or vandalized. However, the city has recently taken steps to improve the program by adding more bikes and improving security measures. Currently, the bike-sharing program is available at designated stations throughout the city, providing a convenient and sustainable transportation option for residents and visitors.

---

**Ecology board to provide input**

In 1969, the Ecology Board was established to provide input on environmental issues to the City Council. The board has been instrumental in creating policies and programs to minimize pollution and promote sustainability. They have reviewed projects such as the proposed development of the downtown area and have recommended changes to ensure that environmental concerns are addressed. The board continues to play a vital role in ensuring that environmental considerations are integrated into city planning and decision-making processes.

---

**Changning Times now appearing at Johnny's Manhattan in Joe Joseph's Pro-Bowl**

Johnny's Manhattan in Joe Joseph's Pro-Bowl is now offering Changning Times, a new menu option. Changning Times is a unique dining experience that combines traditional Chinese cuisine with modern twists. The menu features a variety of dishes that cater to different tastes, from spicy to mild. This addition to the menu not only expands the offering of Joe Joseph's Pro-Bowl but also enhances the dining experience for customers who enjoy Chinese cuisine.

---

**Weekly specials at Bepp manufactured by Togas**

Beggars' Bounty is now offering weekly specials manufactured by Togas. This initiative is part of the broader effort to support local businesses and promote sustainable practices by using ingredients grown on their farm. The weekly specials change every week, offering customers a diverse range of dishes that incorporate fresh and seasonal produce. By choosing these specials, customers can enjoy delicious food while supporting the local community and contributing to a more sustainable food system.
Hockey returns to MSU

Michigan State University's hockey teams open their season tonight and Saturday night against Western Ontario at Demonstration Hall ice arena. One of the Spartans top exciting lines include center Steve Corp and wings Mark Cotton and Daryl Ratz, Alanson, Corp, in front of net, and Cotton, right, go after the puck against Colorado College last fall. Donm slide, who has replaced the injured Doc, looks log, is behind them.

Service is what makes the difference

The one thing that separates Tech Hill from other hill stores is our service department. We don't look at you as a receiver that won't recognize or speakers that don't speak. Our Component Evaluation Program (CEP) has been very effective in preventing lemon's from being sold. As part of our program we take a sample of different components that we sell and literally test it apart. We test and inspect them to make sure that they live up to their manufacturer's claims about performance. We also test them for reliability and compatibility with other components.

As a result of this, we have the facts that either back up or disclaim the manufacturer's literature, the facts that let us know if a component is reliable and for how long and the facts about compatibility, so that we won't combine a low powered receiver with speakers that need a lot of watts. And if a component fails to pass the CEP we won't carry or recommend that you buy it.

Under our warranties, we'll take care of anything that should go wrong with the equipment you're buying. For example, if your receiver goes dead within sixty days, it's dead and we'll replace it within three months. We'll exchange it for a new one. And while your component is in the shop, we'll let you have a loaner, as long as you won't be without music.

What it all adds up to is, Tech Hill sells dependable equipment and we can back it up with better service than other dealers.

system 1 $449

Like a finely tuned sports car, this component system from Tech Hill is powerful enough to handle any situation, compact enough to make it easy to park, and flashy enough to attract Serious. The Harmon Kardon 300a/30r FM stereo receiver (selling for the street price of $125.00) delivers a full 468watts to drive the EPI 100 loudspeakers to impressive volume. The linear sound of EPI 100's make all sorts of music sound more realistic. The same sort of precise engineering that goes into a fine sports car is evident in the Miracord 6000 automatic turntable. An ADC 900 cartridge, tone and dustcover are included. Fuel injection is optional.

system 2 $549

Any system with passable speakers and a power hungry amplifier can play loud music, but this system plays loud and accurately. Large Advent Utility (wood-grained vinyl cabinets) Loudspeakers are renowned throughout the industry for their amazing realistic, full range sound quality. The Sherwood 710S AM/FM stereo receiver measures in at 400watts of power (plenty enough to drive the efficient Advent) and has provisions for tape decks as well as a FET tuning and FM muting features. The dependable Miracord 625 automatic turntable plays your records without being affected by the considerable vibrations created by loud music. An ADC 900 cartridge, tone and dustcover are also included. Go ahead, play your music loud, but don't sacrifice accuracy.

FACEx WESTERN ONTARIO
Icers open up at home

By STEVE STEIN
State News Sports Writer

MSU's hockey teams open in 1973 - 1974 season tonight and Saturday night against nonconference opponents Western Ontario in Demonstration Hall. The games are part of a weekend hockey tournament. Coach Art Bassone's team opens Western Ontario Friday night. Coach Andre's team opens Saturday night. MSU's defense will be in the top ten in the nation, but MSU's defense is going to be in the top ten in the nation. The team will be able to give up an occasional goal to Western Ontario.

The visiting London, Ont., should provide some tough competition for the Spartans. Western Ontario is ranked 25 in the nation. The insurance companies of Western Ontario were ranked fourth for the first time this week. They were ranked by their performance at Wisconsin, and they are a good team.

This series will mark the first time Western Ontario has ever faced MSU in East Lansing. In addition to trying to get the win going on a winning note, the series is a test to see if the Spartans can off-set the different combinations of Western Ontario. We will decide upon our top starting line-ups and fine adjustments after this weekend."
Badgers visit for Homecoming

By Gary Schumacher
State Journal/Whittles

It's a homecoming for the Badgers at Wisconsin, a homecoming for the story of a 1949 "epoch," a homecoming for the time when House of David baseball dominated the nation. The Badgers and Spartans have played 21 times since 1900, and 17 of those have been in Madison. But this time, the Badgers are coming off a 2-0 start against nationally ranked teams, the Badgers falling to Colorado, 21-17, and Nebraska, 22-12. Two of the 17 games were to UCLAs, 54-21, and Notre Dame, 14-10. Both teams were ranked in the top 10 at the end of the season.

Last week starting pitcher David Brown went 2-0 against the Badgers. National Parks was not expected to play this week and still things out at one of the most important. "He's always had a lot of success with the option series," Coach Lange said. "He's really good at utilizing the fielders and the defense." Lange said he would like the option to be chosen in the time the week and not have it offensively. "If he doesn't have to leave," Lange said, "I think we're better off." Lange said he would like to see some more offense this week.

The Spartans have had additional time this week to polish the option play and this "looks like right.

"We have to have some of the new offense," he said. "We have to be as good at people as we can be. We have to be competitive as a team as we can be." Lange said he would like to see some more offense this week.

The Spartans have had additional time this week to polish the option play and this "looks like right.

"We have to have some of the new offense," he said. "We have to be as good at people as we can be. We have to be competitive as a team as we can be." Lange said he would like to see some more offense this week.
ATTENTION:  BIOCHEMICAL PHYSICAL SCIENCE LIBRARY MAJORS
All College of Science, and other majors, interested in making application for teaching assistantships, please contact General Science and General Chemistry should make application.

Call for freelance extra-editorial staff members.

**ATTENTION:**

**NEWS**

**NEW**

**EAST LANSING**

Pebble Creek

REAL TOWNHOMES

Pebble Creek

Real Townhomes

- Conveniences
- Air conditioning
- Automatic sprinkler
- Fireplace
- Dish-washing machine
- Electric range
- Garbage disposal
- Refrigerator
- Washer
- New ceiling and wall insulation
- Corridors of units
- Measuring 500 square feet
- Sizes of units
- Overhead storage
- Garage
- Furnished
- Extra room
- Partial kitchen
- Private entrance
- Private parking
- Laundry facilities
- 512-665-2710
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Homecoming festivities scheduled for Saturday

Sheryl Tischler, 300 E. Gilbert, HST, senior majoring in clothing and textiles, will present at 11:15 Homecoming Queen at festivities planned this weekend.

Theodore and his court will be announced and introduced at halftime during Saturday's MSU-Wisconsin football game which starts at 1 p.m.

Among the festivities planned by the Pros Association Homecoming Committee is the Beehler Fieldhouse Bicentennial. Immediately following the Homecoming game, Oktoberfest '72 will feature German music by the Internationaler German Club. A fine arts and crafts exhibit and an antique show.

Mrs. Wharton, engineer to accept alumni honors

A native of the area and an industrialist will be named honorary alumnus of the Michigan State University Alumni Association and the Michigan State University during Homecoming festivities this weekend.

Dr. William Wharton, chairman of the board and chief executive officer of the Wharton Stores Corporation, Lansing, will be guest of honor at the annual banquet of the Alumni Association on Friday, Oct. 21.

President and Mrs. Wharton have traveled extensively throughout the world and have spent 22 years in Indonesia where Mrs. Wharton was active in the arts. She serves as a judge on outside art panels and has conducted a course on the art of Indonesia which was published in 1972 as a book, "Contemporary Artists of Indonesia: A Biographical Dictionary" by the Society of Indonesia.

Since her arrival in East Lansing in 1972 she has continued her interest in the arts. In 1971, the Wharton Stores Corporation was named to the Board of Trustees of the Institute of Fine Arts of the University of Detroit. President and Mrs. Wharton have traveled extensively throughout the world and have spent 22 years in Indonesia where Mrs. Wharton was active in the arts. She serves as a judge on outside art panels and has conducted a course on the art of Indonesia which was published in 1972 as a book, "Contemporary Artists of Indonesia: A Biographical Dictionary" by the Society of Indonesia.

TIME Magazine reports:

"Gallo's Pink Chablis recently triumphed over ten costly competitors in a blind tasting among a panel of wine-industry executives in Los Angeles."